Introduction to Musculoskeletal Imaging

An introduction course for physicians and sonographers

In today’s competitive and dynamic healthcare climate, it is critical to use your medical imaging systems to their fullest potential. Our goal at Philips Healthcare is to provide the clinical education you need to make the most of your equipment investment.

Course Description
This two-day program provides the basic fundamental information necessary to acquire knowledge and skill in performing musculoskeletal ultrasound exams. Educational material will be presented in the form of detailed lectures as well as supervised hands-on scanning sessions.

Prerequisites
A thorough knowledge and understanding of 2D ultrasound imaging fundamentals is required for this program.

Locations
Will be held in Philips central locations in Alpharetta, Georgia; Bothell, Washington; and Cleveland, Ohio.
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Course Objectives
Upon successful completion of this program, you should be able to:
• Explain the basic imaging principles of MSK ultrasound
• Identify the limitations and capabilities of MSK ultrasound imaging
• Recognize the normal structures and anatomy of the shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee, and ankle
• Recognize abnormal sonographic patterns specific to MSK imaging
• Describe how to perform a basic MSK ultrasound exam of the shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee, and ankle
• Increase knowledge and diagnostic confidence in the performance and interpretation of MSK US exams

Faculty
Philips Clinical Education Specialists

For more information
Contact Philips Ultrasound Clinical Education at 1 800-522-7022 and visit our education portal at www.philips.com/clinicaleducation.
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